Adaptive Climbing Initiative
Making climbing more accessible.

June 6-7, 2019
725 Averill Ave, Rochester, NY 14607

Join the Adaptive Climbing Initiative!
This two-day ACI Course is the perfect opportunity for VA staff, adaptive sport providers, and climbing facilitators interested in helping expand adaptive climbing.

Courses include a mix of classroom education, open discussions and on-the-wall training and facilitation over a two day period with a focus on physical adaptation for climbing with paralysis, amputation, visual/hearing impairment, neuromuscular disorders, TBIs and PTSD.

This training is offered through the Adapt2Achieve Leadership Conference for disabled veterans, disabled members of the armed services, VA staff and adaptive sport providers who serve disabled Veterans at no cost to the Veterans.

Spaces are limited, registration is required.

REGISTER THROUGH DSUSA

Questions? Contact: Dave Elmore at dave@paradoxsports.org

This session content is CE Pre-Approved by NCTRC for 12 hours.